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                Natural Remedy Helps Dry Up & Flake Off Skin Tags & Moles (In 8 Hours) - Finally Arrives To The Market
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                Everybody including her family & friends was shocked  when sisters Anna and Samantha Martin from Virginia got a huge investment for their product Cryogen Skin Tag Remover. 
Never before had the investors decided to each invest over a million dollars into a potential company.

                After selling a staggering 25% share in their company, the sisters have personally been mentored by savvy silicon valley venture capitalist firm, helping them undergo re-branding and re-packing of their miracle product.

                Touting their discovery as “a great step forward in skin care history,” Investors that took part in the 'Series A Round' were quick to offer up their hard earned cash to back the entrepreneurial pair. “We were shocked. The most we were hoping for was some advice…we weren’t even sure that we would manage to get a seed round” explained Samantha. After an outstanding offer from the firm, the sisters burst into tears.

                We were amazed that one product was able to help improve the following:
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                “It didn’t feel real. The fact that all these successful, business-minded people wanted to be apart of Cryogen Skin Tag Remover and what we were doing was very emotional!” explained Anna.

                The sisters said they celebrated the success with champagne and cake when the deal is signed.
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                Since they got the invesment, the sisters have been hard at work putting the advice of their mentors into play.

                “We completely re-branded our company and came up with new packaging,” said Anna.

                The pair recently unveiled the product that netted them millions of dollars in investments and made it exclusively for sale nationwide across The United States.

                “The product we displayed in the beginning has been rebranded into Cryogen Skin Tag Remover. It’s the revolutionary all-natural formula with a new name and packaging,” explained Samantha.

                The sisters first launched the products for sale through their company website and say they sold out within 5 minutes.

                “We even made sure we had more product than we thought we could sell, but all of it sold out within five minutes!” exclaimed Samantha.

                While the investors are toasting to their smart business move, men and women across The United States are flocking online to purchase Cryogen Skin Tag Remover and say the results have been life-changing.

                Initial testing of Cryogen Skin Tag Remover has uncovered that both women and men who used the natural mole & skin tag remover were able to help eliminate small and even large moles and skin tags, within as little as few days!

                

                After hearing such astonishing feedback regarding how effective this innovative new mole, skin tag and wart removing product was, we appointed our research department to conduct their own investigation into the skin tag miracle.

                The vials of Cryogen Skin Tag Remover were delivered within a few days and I was really excited to try this all-natural formula. Cryogen Skin Tag Remover has the ideal dosage of the purest forms of Zincum Muriaticum and Sanguinaria Canadensis available to consumers. That's exactly why the sisters were able to strike a monster deal with the investors. I put together this report that details my results:
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                                    Cryogen Skin Tag Remover formula has been designed to help with:

                        

                                	 Can be used on any sized mole, skin tag or wart by addressing the root using its potent active ingredients (see full ingredient list and references below)* 
	 Improves your immune system to begin the natural healing process of the blemish using white blood cells 
	 Helps Remove the blemish in a short period of time 
	 Leave almost no trace of the  blemish behind (not even scarring) 
	 Help eliminate the need for painful, expensive and unhealthy surgical procedures to help remove blemishes 


                    

                

                To test out the product, I applied  Cryogen Skin Tag Remover to a fairly large mole I've had on my right cheek my entire life.

                THESE WERE MY RESULTS:

                
                    Before & After
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                    Just  after applying  Cryogen Skin Tag Remover to my mole, I was in awe by how quick and dramatic the effects were. 

                     Within the first day the mole had completely scabbed over and was already starting to flake off . The active ingredients of Cryogen Skin Tag Remover were truly miraculous.

                     I felt amazing the next days when the entire mole had dried up into an ugly flake that literally fell right off of my cheek. All that was left behind was clear, smooth and natural toned healthy looking skin.

                     The best part of all was that I didn't have to do a single thing other than apply the Cryogen Skin Tag Remover directly on to my (now non-existent) mole. I always hated the idea of getting an expensive surgical procedure, not to mention I was terified of it! That is something I'll never have to worry about ever again!

                    Pretty much all of my friends have complimented me on how much better my face looks now! I know many people like to use the excuse that face moles are "beauty marks", but I feel way more beautiful without my "beauty mark". Not to mention, my husband has been commenting on how beautiful my face looks now as well. I even notice more men looking at me in a desirable sort of way at the grocery store.

                

                

                
                    PEOPLE LOVE Cryogen Skin Tag Remover
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                        “I was looking for a natural alternative to surgery and came across Cryogen Skin Tag Remover and I'm amazed at how it was able to help me eliminate my mole within just a few days. And no, the mole never came back!"
                        
                        

                        - Joseph MacIntyre
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                        “I wasn't really concerned about my mole enough to get surgery, but when I found about this natural product it just seemed so simple and easy so I went for it. Cryogen Skin Tag Remover is really an incredible product and I am really glad I tried it because it actually helped me remove my mole!”
                        

                        - Molly Fraser
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                        "I found out about Cryogen Skin Tag Remover from a friend who recommended it to me when I mentioned I was considering getting a mole removal procedure done. Man, am I ever glad I tried this before getting the procedure! This product really deserves more recognition, it's simply amazing!"
                        

                        - Frank Warner
                    

                
                

                
                    Will This Work For You? 

                
                Using The sister's mole & skin tag vanishing formula, helped me eliminate my mole and I've heard that it works just as well for skin tags and warts. Here at herslifeandhealth's offices, everyone could see the difference and we were all proud of me for trying something new and being rewarded for it!

                There are countless health and skin gimmicks out there these days, and most of them are high in cost and low in giving you real results. So when we heard about the deal, we were skeptical — could this product really be that much better than everything else on the market? Seeing my results first-hand in our case study — along with the investors always-valuable recommendation! — turned us from skeptics into believers. We can't deny it: This stuff really works and herslifeandhealth is happy to officially recommend it!

                IMPORTANT! You won't find this offer for such big discounted bottles anywhere else on the internet! Get yours now!

                Huge Discount: For a limited time, Anna and Samantha are offering our readers a discounted bottle of Cryogen Skin Tag Remover to celebrate their big investment. (available for a limited time while supplies last) can be claimed via the links below — exclusively for herslifeandhealth.com readers!
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                (PROMOTIONAL PRICING FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY - CLAIM YOURS NOW BEFORE THEY'RE ALL GONE)

                 
                

                 
                IMPORTANT: It is recommended to apply product directly on the area of concern for best results.

                 
                [image: ] Update: Bottles Still Available. Exclusive Promotion Still Available On: 

                
                           
                    
                         
                        
Big Discount: Buy 2 Bottles Get 1 Free - Buy 3 Bottles Get 2 Free! 
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                        New Customers Claim Limited Bottle of  Cryogen Skin Tag Remover 

                         
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Check Availability!                                    
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                To your health,
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                Laura Turner
Associated Health Press

                 Try Cryogen Skin Tag Remover  Risk-Free Today...
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READER RESULTS
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                        "Trying to find natural solutions to my mole was a constant battle. Cryogen Skin Tag Remover helped me remove my mole ! Thanks so much!"

                - Bill Taylor,
Central Falls, RI
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                        "For the first time in forever I wake up happy knowing my skin is free of moles and dark spots. I haven't felt this confident in a long time!"

                - Robert Smith
Hoboken, NJ
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                        "I was very close to getting a surgical procedure done, my skin tag was very ugly and it was killing my confidence. Luckily I found Cryogen Skin Tag Remover and I got the satisfying result" 

                - Christina Butler,
Albuquerque, NM
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                        "When I was In my 20's I hated my mole. As I got older I began to accept it,  That is until I realized how easy it is to remove it! it wasn't until I found Cryogen Skin Tag Remover that helped me remove my mole!"

                - Scott MacDonald,
New Haven, CT
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                        "As a father of 2, I juggle work, kids, and all of life's other stresses on a daily basis. A friend of mine bought me Cryogen Skin Tag Remover and I am incredibly impressed with the results! I was complaining about how I couldn't afford surgery and didn't have time either to remove my skin tags! Now they're almost gone!"

                - Brian Taylor,
Manchester, NH

                

                 

                 

                
                    Special New Customer Offer
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                            New Customers Claim Limited Bottle of Cryogen Skin Tag Remover 
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               Free Bottles are limited.

               Still available on 
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                THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT AND NOT AN ACTUAL NEWS ARTICLE, BLOG, OR CONSUMER PROTECTION UPDATE.

                	Medical References And Studies
	Ingredients: Sanguinera Canadensis, Zincum Muriaticum, Coptis Extract, Phellodendron Chinese Extract, Acorus Calamus Extract, Honeysuckle Extract, Salicylic Acid, Borneol, Glycerol, Peppermint.
	 
	Peer-reviewed scientific research of active ingredients in Cryogen Skin Tag Remover:
	Study on Sanguinera Canadensis: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5037693/
	Study on Zincum Muriaticum: https://www.researchgate.net/Effect_of_Zincum_metallicum
	Study on Coptis Extract: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5719523/
	Study on Phellodendron Chinese Extract: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6004604/
	Study on Acorus Calamus Extract: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7230970/
	Study on Honeysuckle Extract: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7037556/
	Study on Salicylic Acid: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7193765/
	Study on Borneol: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4002161/
	Study on Glycerol: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9311158/
	Study on Peppermint: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8303368/
	 
	THIS WEBSITE IS NOT INTENDED TO PROVIDE MEDICAL ADVICE OR TO TAKE THE PLACE OF MEDICAL ADVICE AND TREATMENT FROM YOUR PERSONAL PHYSICIAN. VISITORS ARE ADVISED TO CONSULT THEIR OWN DOCTORS OR OTHER QUALIFIED HEALTH PROFESSIONAL REGARDING THE TREATMENT OF MEDICAL CONDITIONS. THE AUTHOR SHALL NOT BE HELD LIABLE OR RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY MISUNDERSTANDING OR MISUSE OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS SITE OR FOR ANY LOSS, DAMAGE, OR INJURY CAUSED, OR ALLEGED TO BE CAUSED, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY BY ANY TREATMENT, ACTION, OR APPLICATION OF ANY FOOD OR FOOD SOURCE DISCUSSED IN THIS WEBSITE. THE U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION HAVE NOT EVALUATED THE STATEMENTS ON THIS WEBSITE. THE INFORMATION IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE.
	 
	Results may vary / results may not be typical / reviews or testimonials may be fictionalized. This information does not constitute medical advice and it should not be relied upon as such. Consult with your doctor before modifying your regular medical regime.
	 
	herslifeandhealth.com © 2012-2023 Copyright. All Rights reserved.


            

             

        

        
             

        

    

    
         

    




